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ONTEX INAUGURATES ONE OF THE LARGEST SOLAR 

POWER PROJECTS FOR ON-SITE ELECTRICITY 

CONSUMPTION IN SPAIN 

 

• Rooftop solar power at Ontex Segovia contributes to company’s goal of carbon 

neutral operations by 2030 

• One of the largest industrial auto-consumption rooftop systems in Spain and 

largest in the Castilla y León region 

• Ontex’s factories in Spain and eight other European countries run on 100% 

electricity from renewable sources 

• The new solar installation, operated by Menapy, will produce 3.900 MWh of 

green power per year, equivalent to the average consumption of 1,000 

households 

• Link to project movie. 

Valverde del Majano (Segovia, Spain), December 15, 2020 – Ontex [Euronext: 

ONTEX] today inaugurated a large solar rooftop at its factory in Valverde de Majano, 

in the province of Segovia, Spain. 

Annick De Poorter, Ontex’s Vice President for R&D, Quality and Sustainability, said: 

“We can now produce a large part of the electricity we need to manufacture essential 

hygiene goods. This is another step toward our goal to have carbon neutral operations 

by 2030. We will reach this goal through on-site renewable energy production, energy 

savings, purchasing energy from renewable sources, and carbon offsets via 

reforestation projects. Since 2017, all of Ontex’s European factories in nine countries 

run 100 percent on electricity from renewable sources, combining on-site production 

https://menapy.com/media/1118/menapy-ontex-segovia-high-res.mp4
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and purchasing of renewable electricity via Energy Attribute Certificates (EAC’s). 

Seventy percent of Ontex manufacturing plants on five continents run on electricity 

from renewable sources.”  

The new solar installation was developed and financed by Menapy and will produce 

3.9 GWh of electricity per year, equivalent to the yearly consumption of about 1,000 

households. It is one of the top five industrial auto-consumption solar rooftop systems 

in Spain and the largest in Spain’s Castilla y León region.   

Tom Pollyn, Menapy’s Managing Partner, said: ”This project marks an important 

milestone for Menapy in the Iberian market. It crystallizes our long-term experience in 

industrial rooftop solar projects in Belgium and it confirms that our ‘Solar as a Service’ 

can bring important added value to high-consuming industries in Spain. Ontex has 

clear and ambitious goals in sustainability and saving on energy costs, and with this 

project we help them achieve both, without the investment.” 

 

Ontex Segovia plant manager José Ignacio Luengo said: “Our rooftop solar panels 

cover more than 20 percent of the Segovia plant’s electricity demand, and they offset 

1,500 tons of CO2 per year, the equivalent of 23,000 trees, over a 30-year period.” 

 

The Segovia project follows Ontex’s successful solar rooftop development with 

Menapy in Eeklo, Belgium and the company is looking at more opportunities. 

For the construction of this solar rooftop system, Menapy had to take into 

consideration the exceptional challenges posed by the climate of the Segovia region, 

with very high temperatures in summer and snow during the winter months.  

 

*** 
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MENAPY PRESS ENQUIRIES  

Susana Ruiz / Carlota Vicén: menapy@comco.es - +34 689 033 548 / +34 609 609 

547 

 

ONTEX PRESS ENQUIRIES  

Gaëlle Vilatte  

+32 53 333 708 

gaelle.vilatte@ontexglobal.com 

 

ONTEX INVESTOR ENQUIRIES  

Philip Ludwig 

+32 53 333 730 

philip.ludwig@ontexglobal.com 

 
 

About Ontex  

Ontex is a leading international provider of personal hygiene solutions, with expertise in baby care, feminine care 

and adult care. Ontex’s innovative products are distributed in more than 110 countries through Ontex brands such 

as BBTips, BioBaby, Pompom, Bigfral, CanBebe, CanPed, iD and Serenity, as well as leading retailer brands. 

Employing some 10,000 passionate people all over the world, Ontex has a presence in 21 countries, with its 

headquarters in Aalst, Belgium. Ontex is listed on Euronext Brussels and is part of the Bel Mid®. To keep up with 

the latest news, visit ontex.com or follow Ontex on LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram and YouTube. 

 

For more information about Ontex’s sustainability 

approach:www.ontex.com/sustainability 

 

About Menapy 

Menapy develops on-site corporate solar power solutions using roofs, ground, parking (PV carports) 

and water (floating PV). We serve high-consuming multinational companies, following our customers 

wherever our ‘Solar as a Service’ can provide both savings on electricity costs and an increased 

sustainability, with offices in  Belgium, France, Spain and Italy. As impact investors, the company creates 

optimized flexibility and quality by staying independent from installers or component manufacturers.  

www.menapy.com, LinkedIn, YouTube 
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